GME MedHub Workshop
Semi-Annual Overview & CCC-Related MedHub Tools
Thursday November 29, 2018, 10:30am-12:00pm
Education 2 North, 2nd Floor, Room 2201AB

I. Semi-Annual Review: Overview
   a. Required Elements
   b. Clinical Competency Committee (CCC)
      i. Requirements & Responsibilities
   c. Recommended Timeline
      i. Identifying CCC Members
      ii. Scheduling & Conducting Meetings
      iii. Providing Resident Performance Data
      iv. Entering Milestone Scores into ACGME WebADS
      v. Semi-Annual Review Record-Keeping

II. CCC-Related MedHub Tools
   a. MedHub Set-Up
      i. Assigning CCC Members in MedHub
      ii. Scheduling Meetings
      iii. Sharing Files/Data
      iv. Faculty, PD & PC CCC MedHub Access
         1. Milestone Data
         2. Milestone Progress Report
   b. Milestone Management
      i. Enabling Milestone Management for your Program
      ii. Selecting Milestone Settings
      iii. Importing Subcompetencies
      iv. Recording milestone scores via the Progress Report
      v. Ensuring subcompetencies are correctly tagged to evaluations in MedHub
   c. Generating Resident Evaluation Data for CCC and Semi-Annual Reviews